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SOME THOUGHTS ON PLANNING 

By 

D. R. Gadgil 

I 

. ECONOMIC ~NG 

' . 
Economic development raises the importance of eco- --

nomic activities in society. In relati~ely underdeveloped · 
economies with somewhat simple structures and large self
sufficient or subsistence elements, the social, tha political 
and the religious .organisations necessarily loom large in 
the life of the people. As economic· activity grows in 
volume and complexity and becomes closely related to 
larger and larger segments of Jife and well-being of citi
zens, its importance and the importance of those who guide 
its destinies necessarily increase, 

. f In . relation to _socio-economic conditions, ours Is a 
highly stratified and unequal society. ·Even among tradi
tional societi.es, our society has been specially marked for 
its insistence on ranking and stratification and a peculiarity · 
of it has been the great compartmentalisation of groups and 
relative jmmobllity between them. This traditional struc
ture was subjected to a long period of colonial rule whlch 
reinforced some positions of privilege and intensified atti
tudes and ideas relating to ranking and resultant inequa
lity. Twenty years of self-rule have done little to change 
this materially or significantly. The language we talk and 
the avowals we make are about abolition of privilege and 
establishment of socio-economic equality. However, it is 
clear to everybody that little progress has been made in 
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! ~ ·~tual elimination of older centres of authority, in 
modification of hierarchical attitudes and values or in 
improving living conditions of the poorest. A society in 
which older conditions thus persist while :.n entirely new 
set of beliefs and expectations has been accepted must be 

• subject to special stresses. 

II' As of today, planning ·in some form or another is 
widely accepted, attempts are made to regulate consump· 
tion outlays, to encourage investment in particular direc
tions and to adopt suitable incomes policies. Monetary and 
fiscal measures are universally employed to regulate ~o
nomies and a very large proportion of the national product 
passes· through the ~ational fisc of most advanced countries. . . 

.,. For ascertaining the possible direction of future 
change in socio-economic" conditions, it might be useful to 
examine the signs of convergence in capitalist and commu-
nist economies. · 

v' The convergence is in the direction of the capitalist 
economies accepting a number of ideas relating to planning, 
direction and regulation of economies, role of social obliga
tions and of public interest in the conduct of business, and 
broadly accepting a goal of basic equality and the concept 
of minimum essentials of life. On the other hand, the Com
munist societies tend to attach greater importance to prices 
and markets and to show greater regard to the wishes of 

. the individual in the operation of the economy and to give 
him a greater freedom of choice .. It would appear that 
while the. capitalist economil!s are accepting a number of 
objectives and values associated with socialist or commu
nistic thought, the Communist economies are· accepting 
some values and a number of techniques of operating the 
economy associated with the liberal capitalist world. 

" An obvious conclusion from this sketch of trends in 
the last few decades is that pure types do not last, even if 
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!hey emerge at any time. More particularly, in the grow
ing complexity of modem techno-~conomic situation, plann
ing and purposive regulation of the economy are unavoid
able. A broad-based welfare spproach including guarantee
ing of minimum living conditions for all also appears well 

· established. However, in the future, planning is likely to 
pay greater attention to local circumstance and individual 
choice and to adopt a wider-ranging technique with greater 
dependence on ihterplay of unplanned ·activity within a 
broad frame. 

Progress towards relative equality is of special import
ance in our context. The eclipse of the concept of equality 
in the post-war Western world was an understandable re
action to the situation of the cold war. However, contem
porary trends in advanced Western countries have been 
towards improving considerably the situation of the most 
disadvantaged classes and creating a much more equal soci
ety than before. 

' The gross inequality between class and class is un-

) 

doubtedly an important fac.tor in cre.ating unrest and in
stability within our country. It is, therefore, not unreal to 
assume that in the coming decades, pursuit of equality of 
opportunity and attainment o( minimum conditions will be 
an important compulsive factor in our Plans and our 
thinking. 

In the context of a poor country such a movement has 
a connotation very different from that in a rich country. 
For example, the concept of a minimum living standard in 

.-11 rich country can be pursued without necessarily affect
ing the acquisitive activities or the trend in the increase in 
the standards of living of the rich. In a poor country· the 
ensuring of a minimum standard would obviously have a 

'much greater resbaining force. 
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( Planning starts from the possibility of purposive exter
nal intervention, shaping social activities and regulating 
the pace and direction of the movement of social and eco
nomic organisations in achieving given goals through stated 

9'1eans and procedures within a given time. 

The basic postulate of the planner is possible effective
ness of external intervention and also the desirability in 
human or social terms of such intervention. Moreover, the 
agent of such intervention, when one talks of planning of 
economic growth or development or regulation of the 
pattern of emergent activity, is largely the state or some 
organ of a state. In partirular cases, planning may be 
undertaken by or entrusted to a social organisation which 
is not endowed with the full powers of a state. Ordinarily, 
however, some sanctions for directing activities, promoting 
or curbing or prohibiting them other than mere forces of 
the market or any automatically operating social forces are 
necessary for effective planning. Consideration of plan
ning in this manner gets connected with the state and its 
organs. 

The planner thinks of bringing about changes and 
I movetpents. It is necessary for the planner to adopt an 
\ essentially dynamic forward-looking view. 

As the planner looks tO a· fairly distant future, he has 
to study the existing situation in relation to ultimate objec
tives and the ability that he possesses to transform the 
situation in the desired direction. 

Planned economic progress in a country of our size 
and diversity requires the emergence of a broad agreement 
on fundamentals of policy and consistent follow-up action 
at various levels. It is only when these are in evidence 
that energies of people can bP. fully harnessed to the strenu
ous, dedicated effort necessary for significant national pro· 
gress. In the context of this endeavour, 'the Planning Com-
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missiQn has an important part to play in evolving effective 
and acceptable policies and programmes. 

Planning is not the business of the Planning Com
mission. The Plannin& Commission is there to gather 
thoughts, to gather dats, to gather the opinions of politi
~. social workers, industrialists and to present to the 
people a frame in which all the dats and all the opinions 
are meaningfully placed in &uch a manner that they prove 
acceptsble. This is all that the Planning Commission does. 

The Planning Commission cannot presume to have a 
larger role. The !,'Ole is of everybody. What, in the ulti
mate analysis, does development mean ? National-develop
ment means the effort on the part of every one to increase 
national product. And you can increase national product 
by two ways : by avoiding 'Y!"te in consumption, by more 
rational consumption and by being more scientific and more 
rational in your activities and by m!'king better use of your 
resources. 

Alf planned efforts at economic development of the 
nation are directed mainly tl)wards increasing the size of 
the per capits product. At the same time, it has to be 
remembered that there are no invariable criteria according 
to which the product is or should be distributed among the 

[

various participants. · The actual division at any point of 
time is a function of the structure of the economic system, 
of the policies of Government and of the accepted ideas in 
relation to the future p~ogress of society. 

1 Moreover, the economic system does not always ope-
rate only through the allocation of distributive shares; most 
systems carry a regulatory frame which provides direc

. tives, prohibitions, incentives and disincentives in a variety 
of ways. The efficiency of a system has to be judged in 
relation to the e_xtent to which, as a whole, it leads all 

1( participants to put in their optimum effort in the directi<?;D 
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of increased productivity and at the same time moving soci· 
ety towards its desired goals. 

v Mass understanding of the production responsibility of 
everybody cannot come through unless there is a mass con
viction that this is a fair society, that this is a society in 
which the distributon of the product is being justly regu
lated and that everybody is participating and has a share. 

One of the very important requirements of successful 
~~· Ianning in a country as large and varied as this is that 

planning is based to an important extent on a wide under· 
standing of what is happening and a broad agreement 
bout the direction in which we should move. 

II 

PLAN FORMULATION 

A plan must be a concrete document and not generali· 
sations and platitudes. 

There is, apparently, a very large expectation and, 
equally obviously, there is a considerable shortfall in terms 
of achievement. The problC!Dl of what expectations you 
can properly entertain, what achievements you can in a 
realistic manner expect and what attitude you should adopt 
in order to bridge this great wide difference between possi· 
ble expectations and achievements-this is not only a 

k planning problem but a problem of social contentment. It 
is a large problem of social peace. As It comes to my mind, 
an important political problem also. 

The present position in fact is that our sights are fairly 
• fixed. I do not think they are too ambitious. In terms of 

, development economics, providing the basic needs of food 
i"'d employment is not too ambitious at all. But as far as 
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actualities and achievements go, we have not made con
siderable progress towards it. 

If there is certain under-employment of labour in the 
rural areas or there is a large or small fringe of employ
ment in urban areas, you can think in terms of extending 
employment opportunities. But with additions to the work 
force taking place continuously, this extension will not at 
any point of time completely meet your need. 

The general proposition that ultimately It is the deve
lopment process that Is the reply to this problem Is, in my 
opinion, correct. 

The socio-economic situation of the future Is something 
about which we all need to be concerned much more than 
we are. Tbls is not a question calling for prediction. It Is 
a question of looking at the facts - to say that social ten
sions are going to mount. 

To-day we have, on the part of executives and on the 
part of large industrialists, a plea for . incentives all the 
time. The executive, ·the industrialist or even the large 
fa!l'nfer Is able to say that unless you give me this price, 
un!ess you give me that inceutive (so that I do much better 
than I am doing now); I won't do what you want me to do. 
In his heart of hearts, he Is wanting to do it himself. But 
he Is trying to hold the whole society to ransom. He wants 
to claim a price for what he would like to do. 

Now when this happens on one side and on the other 
there Is our stark inability t'l meet some basic needs or to 
offer adequate employment, there is no reason to think at 
all that our social discontent& can die down or lessen. 

In an unequal society., a feellng of solidarity can be 

( .
generated only.· with the initiative taken by the better off 
and those in power. The inltintive cannot be with those not 
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better off, those worse off, those in distress. But their re
actions can mate somewhat less astringent, you can reduce 
the asperity a llhle, you can assuage their feelings a little, 
if there is some appropriate assurance coming through
not through words but through the pattern of behaviour. 

It is said that the whole of the industrial transforma
tion in JPpaa was made easier by what are called the puri· 
tanic traditions of the Japanese industrialists. It has been 
said by some economic historians that they took over some 
of the Samurai ,patterns of behaviour. Though they were 
amassing wealth and reinvesting on a large scale, their own 
s.tandard of living was never ostentatious. The way they 
behaved with labour may be patriarchal but was not such 
as to show that they were different classes. 

In a poor country like ours, with the widening gap in 
Incomes, in levels between areas and between classes, this 
is a social problem. Ultimately I have always thought it 
best to describe it as a moral problem. 

~ 
Plan formulation in relation to physical features and 

resources and the institutional structure in each area is 
necessary if the Plan is to succeed. Further, planned deve
lopment requires not only financial and physical or mate
rial inputs but also resources of personnel. 

;/ A plan of development has to be based on a full know· 
ledge of existing resources and it seeks to present a pro· 
gramme of the successive steps through which the utilisa· 
tion of those resources will be organised and will be made 
continuously more productive • 

./ The two main stages in plan formulation are, setting 
the objectives and targets for the ultimate or long-term 
achievem'ents and, secondly, dG!fining precisely what you 
expect to do within a definitive period of five years, one ' 
year, and so on. While the first sets the main directions 
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and looks, if fairly realistic, to general feasibility, the other 
hill! to be a much more detailed and careful exercise. 

We have to look on planning not as a series of distinct 
programmes of five-year effort but as a continuous, ongoing 
process; and planning has to be thought out not only in 
relation to possibilities of long-term development of the 
economy but also to short and intermediate-term varia
tions and fluctuations in its fortunes. Therefore, while the 
Five-Year Plans of the future will continue to embody the 
best estimates and judgements made on the basis of inten
sive investigation, analysis and thinking at the beginning 
of the period, they need not be treated as either not being 
capable of or not needing adjustments from time to time 
during the currency of the ftive-year period. 

The potential for growth in a Plan period is very 
· largely a function of investments and effort in the past 
which have fructified or are beginning or are due. to bear 
fruit. The investment effort during a Plan period Is, in 
part, required to realise the potential but at least equally 
it is required to prepare for continued growth in future 
Plan periods. · If such-effort is-not maintained from Plan 
to Plan, the economy would stagnate when the results of 
past effort have been worked out. 

-The preparation of Five-Year Plans in the light of a 
longer perspective not o~tlY gives a proper orientation to 
the planning effort but also provides the frame within 
which priorities can be· adjusted and a variety of short
term, intermediate and long-term projects and schemes 
properly co-ordinated. 

A. Five-Year Plan, however carefully it-may be- pre:
pared and however firmly based, could be affected by un- · 
expected passing events and by fluctuations in the politico
economic situation. Therefore, while the Five-Year Plan 
would continue to form the main base on .whicQ; Aimual 
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Plans would be prepared, it would be necessary to operate 
in detail with an elaborately prepared Annual Plan for 
each year. While the main purpose of the Annual Plan 
would be to maintain the development effort during the 
year along the lines indicated in the Five-Year Plan, it 
would also look to any adjustments in emphasis and rela
tive size of outlays needed in view of the emergent <!Co
nomic situation and would define details of programmes of 
economic activity. having regard to immediate past perfor· 
mances, physical availabilities and financial resources. 

I<' Planning loses all ineaning and direction unless it is 
undertaken within certain ccnstraints and is related to a 
given effort. The need for making choices, defining prio
rities and attempting balanced and coordinated effort be
comes evident only in the context of financial and other 
restraints. Above all, in the absence of such compulsions, 
efficiency and economy are usually disregarded. Constant 
awareness of financial restraints is thus of extreme import· 

r ant in planning in a pPOr country. 

P)anning is a two-way proceS!!:. It involves building 
up an aggregative frame related to basic objectives and to 
future lines of progress and maintaining a proper balance 
between the various sectors and activities. On the other 
hand, !t also involves taking fully into cognisance the 
detailed situation on the ground and making due allowance 
for its potentialities and limitations. To a large extent our 
present procedures do neither. Each ' State or ministry, 
department or division is in the i:nain anxious to inl!ate its 
own claims. The result is that little discrimination is shown 
in including schemes, economy is not insisted upon and al
most no attention is paid to careful balancing and co-ordi
nation: ·When ·the· inevitable· cut Is :im)?osed, there is 
neither time nor inclination to re-examine the entire struc
ture and arbitrary adjustments are made. Waste and ineffi: 
clency are the obvious results. · On. the other hand, as most 
people operate with standard schemes, little allowance or 
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adjustment is made for variations in conditions and cir
cumstances. Moreover, there is no periodic evaluation or 
re-examination and once a scheme has been admitted, it 
continues from Plan to Plan usually at higher and higher 
levels of expenditure. Expe~diture orientation of the ml11:>le 
process makes it difficult to discover mistakes of planning 
or of performance. 

The only way to get over these defects is to build a 
'proper framework of objectives and priorities and to pay 
adequate attention to varying conditions and requirements 
from area to area. . . 

Except in a highly centralised and fully articulated 
development plan, action cannot be taken in every area and 
in every respect. Direct action has to be confined to a few 
strategic points. It has to be assumed that helped by in
centives and such indirect measures, its effect will spread 
throughout. Therefore, appropriate visualisation of trans

,E._ission of forces and spill-over effects should Shape every 
Plan .. There are. two main aspects .of this visualisation. 
Firstly, the distribution of beneficial effects over all con
~ituents of a sector of the. action taken in relation to one , 
constituent. Secondly, the manner in which and the extent~·· 
to which development initiated at any location or in any 

/activity spreads to other areas or activities. 

• When plan formulation, implementation and evalua
tion become continuous, successive processes, each suc
cessive stage of planning requires more intensive e~ort. 
Enquiry· and research would come. to be integrated with; 
planning and will acquire a newer dimension. The enquiry· 
may be local and highly specific ·and the research maiilly 
an exercise in ·adaptation;· such activities will nonethe

-less prove highly essential and useful in planning. There-

'

fore, the planning o:g~ations of the future w~ not only 
need t<i have at their disposal adequate econoDilC and sta-
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tisticsl expertise but will also require to be in touch .with 
locBI agencies of investigation and research in Bll relevant 

~subjects. . · . · 

Planning activity during the last fifteen years has 
thrown up some amount of b1formation and led to collec
tion of a body of statistics! data. The first stage is the 
collation and analysis of the available data with a view to 
assessing the extent of progress made or development 
achieved in various directions. The next requirement is to 
define carefully the objectives of future effort in each im· 
portant direction. 

The physicO.geographicsJ: conditions vary within the 
country even more widely than the socio-economic. and the 
only way in which full account can be taken of these varia
tions in planning is to spell out for each type of area and 
activity the gosls of proximate development effort in physi
cs! terms. The point need not be laboured. It is, however, 
clear that the definition of objectives when attempted in 
some detail will involve not only analysis of the existing 
situation but Blso an assessment of limitations and possibi
lities. And this assesssment will be related to the scienti
fie and technologies! advance as well as to socisl and eco
nomic structures and attitudes. It would be wrong in this 
regard to set our sights too high. 

~ In planning in an underdeveloped country, inadequacy 
• of data must be taken for granted. What I would like to 

emphasise is not so much full information .or elaborate tools 
of ansly,is as the desire to understand the situation, to 
define a set of coordinated gosls with some precision and t.l 
think out possibilities carefully and in some detail. If such 
· approach is fully accepted and there Is readinesss to 

e pains, planning at the State and the district level is, 
und to get a good start. · ' 
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In the initial stage of collecting information and defin
Ing objectives, attention will naturally be concentrated on 
particular areas of activities, such as agriculture, roads, 
small industry, education or health. However, for making 
progress towards a properly coordinated plan, meaningful 
frames. in which a number of activities could be fitted must
be found. It appears that in the context of State and dis-

• trict planning it is important to integrate plan formulations 
relating to ( 1) provision of socio-economic overheads and 
(2) the conservation and development of natural resources. 
The state has the responsibility ,of providing universally 
the utilities and services which are needed for the deve
lopment of economic activities of individual establishments. 
An economic way of planning for the diffusion of these 
facilities is to locate them in a series of well-distributed 
centres, each of which serves a convenient surrounding 
area. This approach could toke care of not only the vital 
system of communications but also of the location 11f 
schools, and health centres, of bank branches and ware
houses as also of the location of industry. The concept of 
such a physico-geographical frame for the planning of socio
economic overheads at various levels could prove a power
ful device in economic, effective and also objective plan
ning of an important area of state activity. Though less 
comprehensive, the concept of coordinated conservation 
and development of natural resources will also meaning
fully bring together a number of important functions of the 
state. This exercise will also provide the needed secure and 
broadening base for planning the development of agricul
ture, other primary production and of the necessarily 
resource-based, widely spreading small industry. 

1 Pev~l!m.ment plans of individual productive activities 
I will have to be formulated separately. However, especially 
at the district level, an important consideration in the 
planning of all aspects, i.e. of the socio-economic over
heads, of resource development and of productive activi
ties, will be the provision of employment or rather as fuU . 
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utilisation as possible of labour resources. This require
ment should provide an important directing and integrating 
factor in all area or regional plans. 

Recent experience has highlighted certain aspects in 
relation to which action is necessary to ensure continuity 
in· planning effort and stability of Plan progress in the 
future. Two aspects appear to be specially important. 
The first is the need for Government to place itself in a 
position to direct and regulate the economy effectively 1\lld 
to be able to maintain aq element of stability even in the 
face of adverse circumstances. The other is to raise sub· 
stantially the level of domestic resources required to 
1inance investment and to reduce our dependence on foreigo 
assistance. 

· Nationalisation of banks does not appear necessary to 
keep continuous watch on the operation of industry and it 
is likely to have undesirable consequences. Instead, two 
steps might be suggested. First is the appointment and 
active functioning of Government directors not only where 
capital loans are given by official institutions but also 
where the L. I. C. holds a sufficient number of shares in 
any company. Through this, general supervision should 
be possible on the operations of all important public com· 
panies. Even more effective may be the nationalisation of 
the profession of chartered accountants. Bringing· all large 
companies, in this manner, within the purview of a public 
audit system should prove highly useful. 

The severe restraint of resources faced in our planning 
makes it specially important that the development of all 
rapidly growing urban areas be mad~ogressiyeJy se)f
~.2. This is connected with the cult problems of 
control of speculation in and prices of land and the fllr
mulation of far-seeing plans of land use and vigorous pre
sent action by appropriate authorities to secure its future 
Implementation. · Unless these problems are solved at an 
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early date, even a beginning cannot be made witb tackling 
tbe housing situation which is causing grave concern in 
most metropolitan areas. · 

V Provision of an adequate infra-structure for all areas 
is a necessary pre-condition of intensification of productive 
effort in agriculture. It is also a pre-condition for tbe esta
blishment of dispersed small-scale industry. Witbout tbe 
provision of tbe infra-structure and the development of 
natural resources, tbe more backward areas could not be-

. to develop. Therefore, this is a pre-condition for car-
ting regional and area imbalances. On tbe otber hand, 

tbese activities provide tbe only means for generating wide
spread employment opportunities during tbe plan period. 
The provision of tbe infra-structure and tbe conservation 
and development of natural resources comprise activities 
which have necessarily to be carried out in each area and 
locality and whicll are highly labour-intensive. Our ec~ 
nomy has not tbe resources to give employment just fo 
tbe sake of providing employment. Employment opportu 
nities have to be integrated witb tbe patb of development, 
and tbe emphasis on tbe programmes of infra-structure an 
conservation offers tbe best way of doing this. 

Agriculture with-us-is'already an industry which em
ploys too many people and witb tbe growtb of population, 
tbe numbers in agriculture keep on growing and, tberefore, 
a shift from agriculture is needed. This can happen only 
if non-farm occupation, employment in non-farm occupa
tion, increases. So occupation development in our country 

{ 

has to be employment-oriented, of course, witb tbis promise 
tbat employment-orien!Jition does not mean employment 
for employment's sake. It is only in pursuing tbe deve
lopment tbat employment should originate. 

V Witbout a minimum provision of essential economic 
and social services and facilities, economic development 
cannot begin and cannot be sustained. 
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{: 

. In agricultural production, emphasis has to shift to 
detailed local and area planning and planning for needs of 
different categories of producers in addition to pl.am!ing 

""'for individual crops. Programmes like consolidation and 
co-operative farming have to be given high priority. In · 
co-operation, two sets of problems deserve special attention. 
Programmes in relation to area in which co-operation has 
not yet taken root, and programmes for the rehabilitation 
of the weaker sections in States where it is well-established. 
A number of objectives have to be integrated in the plan 
of industrialisation. In the main, these are employment 
and dispersal. Deliberate dispersal from the worst metro· 
politan concentrations and the spread of socio-economic 
overheads in all backward areas are most urgent; but basi· 
cally the industrial plan itself must be reoriented. Further, 
self-reliance has to become an Immediate and continuou~ 
concern. 

m 

PLANNING AND STABILITY 

Stability means a minim~ degree of poise in the 
economy which is necessary to see thllt development pro
ceeds apace. Instability, beyond a point, endangers deve
lopment itself. 

The most important aspects of stability are keeping 
pJ;jces under control and ensuring an adequate supply of 
fuodgrains. Building up a buffeJ,:.. stock of foodgrains and 
providing for institutional.@ltribution of essential commo
dities are two important measures suggested in the next 
Plan for this purpose. Stability of prices also requires 
!hat Government outlays do not exceed available resources 
bY any considerable amount. To achieve this, the gap 
must be filled by raising additional resources. The effort 
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must be specially significant in the next few years because 
of reduced dependence on foreign aid. 

/ A plan of development must be accompanied by policy 
measures, other tban fiscal and monetary measures, for 
holding prices in check . 

./ 
• lnstability which follows on the lack of direction and 

regulation will itself make growth difficult, whatever the 
apparent capital investment. 

If stability is successfully maintained, it will be pos
sible to undertake larger development effort; on the other 
hand, the development plan must follow the route Indicated 
by conditions of stability. Emphasis has to be placed on 
the paramount need for an integrated policy and for an 
overall regulatory frame. Even the economies of Indus
trialised countries of Europe all operate today und!!r a ge
neral regulatory fr.ame imposed by governments. 'rJ.le 
levels of incomes and their distribution are major concerns 
of state policy. Also, even though for the major part, 
fiscal and monetary measures sufllce at present, in these 
economies resort is apt to be had to direct price controls 
and physical allocations the ·moment signs of an inflation 
or a recession or war become evident. In comparison with 
these economies, the need for a full and effective regula
tory frame Ia vastly more urgent in India; the analogy of a 
war economy Ia, In fact, more appropriate for us. 

Policy for stability may be divided into two major 
' parts: a price .POlicy and an Incomes policy both of which 
are, of courSe, highly lntereoruiected~ Three sets of prices 
are immediately of the greatest importance: prices of es!!eD
tial goods of mass consumption; prices of agricultural pro
ducts and prices of those intermediate and capital goods 
which are essential for planned development and which_ 
.are in chronic short supply. In the last category, imported 
goods and their substitutes and those goods in relation to 
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which imports play an important part, figure prominently. 
The maintenance of a stable cost of living index depends 
on successfully stabilising prices of essential consumer 
goods. This can be done only by arranging for a regular 
minimum supply of thes"l at stable prices to needy people 
all over the country. The first requirement, in this regard, 
is a widespread net-work of retail outlets under public con
trol The second is availability of adequate supplies of the 
goods to enable the public system of fair-price shops to 
function throughout the year. The supplies required are 
of both agricultural and non-agricultural products: e.g. 
foodgrains, vegetable oil and sugar, and cloth and kerosene. 

In the structure of prices, those of foodgrains enjoy 
a central position. Next in importance is the relative stabi
lity in prices of other agricultural commodities. Depen
dent as we still are on the monsoons, we must also create 
the means of equalising supplies of foodgrains over years 
good and bad. Variations In production for food grains 
should, therefore, not be allowed to vary the supplies avail
able. Nor should the variations In production be able to 
influence the prices in an undesirable way. 

It is for this reason that the Planning Commission has 
suggested the building up of buffer-stocks and the main
tenance of an adequate distribution system· through fair 
price shops and otherwise. This Is all the more important 
when we are planning to scale down and eventually to stop 
thl! imports of foodgrains under PL-480. 

When we talk of stable prices, ·we do not think in 

[

terms of absolute stability In the price of every agricultural 
commodity. Individual prices will vary, partly because of 
the forces of demand and supply and for other good rea
sons. But we really must bave a· proper concept of how 
the whole set of relative prices can be kept stable or alter
ed ·in the desired directions. This Is equally true of the 
other agricultural commodities. 
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The operation of a system of distribution, internal pro
curement and building up and maintaining buffer-stocks 
are all closely inter-related. The necessary operation of 
turning over the buffer-stocks can be effected only by re
gular issue through the distribution system and replenish
ment through procurement. The only means of holding 
the price line is an effective system of distribution of food
grains and essential consumer goods. This in its turn de
pends on a larger buffer-stock and annual internal procure
ment. When such an inter-related complex is fully esta
blished, Government will be in a commanding position in 
the market. 

Properly administered, these buffer-stocks could affect 
the operation of the economy in two ways. It would be 
possible with their help to stabilise prices of individual 
agricultural commodities and maintain them at some mutu
ally normalised relative level. It would also be possible 
to reduce somewhat the effects on the economy of large 
fluctuations in internal production of agricultural commo
dities from year to year. The buffer stocks could absorb 
extra supplies in good years and carry them .over to re
coup deficiencies in bad ones. 

Special attention has to be paid to the prices of food
grains, as foodgrain prices usually lead in all upward spurts 
of the cost of living index. 

Upsetting of stable pric~s obstructs the development 
process Immediately. . While we are thinking in terms of 
a five per:cent agricultural growth, we emphasise all the 
means in terms of both physical supplies as well as prices 
to maintain a given degree of stability. 

Whatever the programmes, stability and the bUffer
stock concept in an operative sense are an important new 
feature of our Approach to the Plan. It is not a non-cost 
operation. Building ·of buffer-stocks means financial iii-
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vestment initially. Operating buffer-stocks means intelli· 
gent purchase and sale and diStributton. l'liese are lJDpor
tant aspects and they Will nave w be worked through in 
detail by agencies in the field. Whether it is in agricul· 
ture or the buffer stock operation or distribution, you come 
to realise the extremely important role that states and 
state administrations have to play in this. 

IV 

• 
SELF-RELIANCE 

A move towards self-reliance has two consequences. 
First, it makes it necessary to cover appropriately the gap 
between imports and exports. Strict regulation of imports 
and a very large effort in promotion of exports would be 
required to achieve this. The second consequence is dimi
nution in resources available for investments, chiefly in the 
public sector. · 

n Self-reliance is an easy term but very difficult to 
~achieve. Self-reliance means two things. Self-reliance 
means that you might step up the rate pf ~tic..savings 
which is very important in the context of foreign aid. And 
you must increase~ 

v 

LOCAL PLANS 

..1),1 The development process unless It is regulated and 
directed naturally concentrates benefits on those strategi
cally situated: whether groups and individuals, or ·places 
and areas. When left undirected, it leads necessarily to 
concentrated development. in a few centres with the others 
being denied its. benefits. Inevitably, the process has a 
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V' cumulative effect and those in a strategic positi9n continu
ously improve their relative sltuatlOn and those left outside 
the strewn of development fall relatively more and more 
backward • 

./ In the initial, stages of planned development, uniform· 
Jarga effort all over- the country is alone possible and may 
prove useful Yet, as development proceeds, it becomes 
more and more necessary to plan in detail and to give at
tention to local needs and circumstances. We have, in 
future, to look to an era of much greater importance being 
attached in planned development to efforts at the State and. 
the district level and to responsibilities both in raising re
sources and in formulating and implementing plans lying 
largely with Governments of States. • 

When States and local authorities thus come to play a 
larger part and to have a larger initiative, it will become 
specially important to establish an agreed approach and 
to have a pre-determined frame. Development, like many 
other thing~, is lndivisjble. The pace and the direction of 
economic progress of the whole nation depend essentially 
on the concert attained and the harmony maintained in the 
relevant activities of individual States. Planned long-term 
progress requires not only agreement regarding ita objee
tives and direction but also concert to short-term action. 

Though national priorities may be uniform, the specific 
objective~ of planning at each level have to be defined 
specifically.' 

j 'fhe. natural corollary of .beginning to plan from the 
bottom is to recognise that planning is not something that 
"comes from outside or above but from what each State, dis,. 
trict, locality and community does to develop its OWll re
sources and. potentialities. This emphasises a wide di11u
sion of initiative,· decision-making and participation; it also 

J implies a parallel shouldering of responsibilities. 
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It has to be widely recognised that planning is not 
sending up lists of demands to somebody high up and that 
the revolution of rising expectations could produce lasting 
results only if supported by an upsurge of matching effort. 

V In the ultimate analysis the main justification for 
C!etailed. regional planning lies in the fact of significant 
local variations. State and . district economic planning 
comes into its own only when it is realised that the parti
cular local situations, structures and patterns of action and 
reaction must be taken fully into account in a large number 
of aspects of not only Plan programmes but also of Plan 
strategy. Local planning is thus worthwhile only when it is 
.!>ased on adequate information put in a meaningful frame, 
and when it is, and proceeds progressively, supported by 
greater and greater inputs of investigations, research and 
analysis. 

. . 
./ Planning works through. instrumentalities and agen
cies. The characteristics and quality of those agencies are 
extremely important in planning a programme and in the 
results obtained from it. District planning or area plan
ning, in this context, would be meaningless unless it takes 
into account important aspects of the existing situation in 
the area or region . 

./ The emphasis OD distrlct Or local planning IS related 
also to requirementa· of institutional adaptation. Main 
realiance in· local development effort is being placed on 
co-operatives and Panchayati Raj institutions. In credit and 
many other . fields, co-operatives have proved superior 'to 
·state action.· At the same time, the development of P!lll-' 
chayati Raj institutions and of co-operatives has been vecy 
uneven over the various States. In some States it would 
be proper to regard these institutions as the main agencies 
or instruments of local development programmes. However, 
m other States either they are non-existent or work un
satisfactorily. It then becomes necessacy to adapt the instl-
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tutional framework to the requirement of local conditions. 
This is best done pn the level of the district. The absence 
of a proper local. institutional framework handicaps aeve
lopment effort in many directions. For example, the distri
bution by the Reserve Bank or by the Agricultural Relin
anc.e Corporation of credit among various States and dis
tricts is closely related to the strength and viability of co
operative structures in them. Therefore, it is necessary, in 
formulating a p!an of rural development, to think in terms 
of an appropriate institutional structure for the area. 

The recognition of the importance of building up Pan
chayati Raj and co-operative institutions was the result of 
exper1ence of successful development planning. They are 
not folds or ideologies but are essential systems without 
which planned development cannot proceed far. Planning, 
except at a highly generalised level, has to be related to 

Vlocal situational variations, responses, preferences and 
feasibilities. Such relation can be established only locally. 
Moreover, planning also requires an agency which can com
municate to vast numbers of dispersed farmers, artisan•, 
and others the schemes and intentions of planners and 
which can, in turn, interpret their wishes and difficulties to 
planners. Such agency cannot , be wholly official; that 
would be both highly costly and ineffective. 

The other aspect of institutional development is that 
of land reforms. The importance of this cannot be exagge
rated. At the same time, the strength of the forces which 
make the implementation of legislation difficult has also to 
be assessed. Categories such as tenants and small-holders 
could not be effectively helped in a plan of development 
until the basic provisions of land reform measures are fully 
implemented in their favour. The other intractable prob
lem in this field is that of uneconomic holders. The pro
gramme of supplementing the income of uneconomi~ 
holders through additional activities is undoubtedly import
ant. But a programme of consolidation of holdings and the 
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possibility of some advance in the direction of larger units 
of farming through co-operative or other programmes is a 
matter which requires close attention, It must, at the same 
time, be recognised Uiat in the absence of implementation 
of land reforms or a considerable progress in the consoli
dation of holdings, this will remain a problem whose solu
tion is not in sight. 

VI 
',• 

FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
. I 

'rbe time has come to .do all we ~ to raise pro
g~vely larger internal resources for development plan· 
Ding, .if the effort is not to slacken and the economy not 
allowed to stagnate. The effort is not likely to succeed 
unless its base is. widened as much as possible .. 

· Taxation is a very important means of affecting the 
savings level and collecting resources in the hands of Gov· 
ernment. It is necessary in this context to see that no exist
ing tax revenues· are' given up unless better substitutes are 
first found. 

. . 
In relation to the large mass of amall producers in 

agriculture and ind1,15try, the best approach for raising the 
level of savings appears to be that of offering them incen· 
tives for investment in their own business. 

The main problem in this area is to identify possibi· 
lities of profitable capital investments for bodies of small 
producers and to induce them through technical assistance 
and initial loan finance to participate in concrete ventures 
individually or in groups. 
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Continuous growt\1 in agriculture, chiefly in areas of 
intensive irrigated agriculture, would make surpluses avail
able to many classes and individuals in some rural areas. 
These surpluses could be deployed for financing plans for 
development through measures such as rural <!ebentur.,s. , 

r' ' " 

Unless we raise irrigation and-electricity charges and 
tax agricultura• incomes, we shall soon have a new privi
leged class whose income increases out of all proportion to 
its contribution to taxes. 

Raising of domestic savings is easy to speak of. What 
it in fact amounts, to is certain. consumption restraints., . 

It has been said that tbe Japanese industrialists and 
businessmen through tbe Meiji era modelled tbems,elv,es on 
Samurai lines. This ,meant .tbat while -pursuing profit, 
amassing wealth and building up a,many-faceted economic 
and industrial structure,,their basic attitude.was tbat,tbey 
.were serving soci8.1 and national interesti -Following tbe 
Samurai, tbey had. to be sparing in tbe demands tbat tbey 
made on tbe society and tbe econr;>my. The very high rate 
of savings achieved by Japanese economy in -tbe past.and 
which continues to be a characteristic of. it at present is 
-closely connected witb tbe self-abnegation arising- partly 
out of tbe fundamental approach of tbe growing J a panes!' 
industrial class.· Modern..economic historians have pointed 
out•. to some inappropriateness and Jmpropri!'ties in tth~ 
adoption of tbis role ,by tbe. industri~~ts and to , some lal~
-ures to which it led.· It cannot, at. tbe same time, . be de11ie\l 
tbat it served an important purpose in tbe triP'Sition,.,!Ul!i 
gave to tbe Japanese b115iness class ~ m0r8.l,l\\'tp~rity .,in 
relation to Government and tbe people at'large which busi
-ness classes·in.otber. developing-societies, including:Jndia, 
do not appear to possess .. 

It should.not be taken to Imply tbat inappropriate attl. 
.ludes and expectations are exhibited qnly'by businessmeJ!. 
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They are general. A loss of confidence in leaders at all 
levels is part of our total situation; It is obvious that large 
discrepancies between the requirements of the future .and 
the present attitudes and expectations of important sec
tions of the community cannot persist for long without seri
ous consequences. The young, in particular, have to orient 
themselves to the future. Basically, such orientation invol
ves a frank acceptance of agreed national goals and policies, 
recognition of social obligations and a meas\Jre 'of self-
discipline. · 

The ability of Government to liyphon off a laTI!e part 
of the surplus which accrues once the development procP.ss 
has bel!un, is also limited by political considerations. The 
distribution of wealth in most" under-develoned economies 
Is very unequal and the distribution of political power is in 
most cases similar. A programme of development which 
assumes mobilisation of considerable resources· :md plans• 
for their long-term investment, especially if it' has some 
'broad social objectives in view, often runs ·'counter to the 
short-term interests of those in centres of political.and ecO
nomic power. It is, therefore. likely to encounter opposi
tion. In such circumstsnces, only the plans which do not 
disturb the existinl! distribution of wealth and power and 
allow for the J!rQwth of new activitieS chiefly bi'the hands 
of those possessinl! power will be carried out. ·However. 
such plans will fall to solve emerJ!eilt social problems·11nd 
can be maintained 'only by fairly stron~~: rel!imes · which 
could disre~~:ard social pres.Ures. The. traditional hlerar
.chical structure of those .OCieties also impedes occupational 
'mobilitv and obstructs the brinl!in11 lol!ether of resources 

1 of capital and labour in an ap~p~~~ m~e~ ~. 

One of the things we shou1d learn from ~the Japanese 
experience and perhaps the most Important, iff the para· 
mount importance of savings. Already before the War, I 
think the gross saving 'of the Japanese was about 20 per 
~tor moore. Now; it is nearer to 30-35·percent, It is 35 
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per cent of tlie GNP.· What does not go into consumption 
is gross savings. Our gross savings ate nothing. The xate 
of progress depends on saving and of course, on. proper 
investment. These savings are related to consumption 
habits. 

Now, thinking of ostentatious consull;lption-that 1t is 
something wlgar-it is a part of their national tradition, 
which has been extremely important and which is an ex
tremely crucial factor in the Japanese economic develoo
ment. What can. we do to increase our. savings rate? Wh~t 
can we do to avoid ostentatious consumption, so that whqt
ever investment is there it goes really towards further md 
further increases in production P We have to go quite a 
long way. This is sqmething whjch the national composi' 
tion and national Characteristics determine, but if we ara 
really keen on economic development,· we have to learn it 
from the Japanese. 

.j •• 

In a poor country with unequal distribution of incomes, 
production of goods of mass ·consumption c is ·apt to be 
depressed while industries· and trades in relatively luxury 
consumption goods are booming: In the rural ·sector,- the 

•most obvious and important measure for ·checking·. very 
high incomes Is that of incorporating agricultural incomes 
fully in the assessment and levy of the general income tax. 
A progressive personal income tax is already levied· on 
tirban incomes. ·However, it is: highly ineffective because 
of the ctirrent veiw regarding incentives for savings needed 
in the private 'sector. As long as the -richest are expected 
to save largely 'Out of their·personal incomes; the-levels of 
direct taxation must make· allowance for these over ,ana 
above their high standards of consumption. • +And there is 
no guarantee that these supposed savings will fructify~ If 
!niltead; it is deelded that ·personal income tax will ba pil' 
ched so high that at the highest' no rooln need be kept for 
savings, the whole approach towards personal income taxa
tion will effectively change; · ·This 1nay have some effect on 
the capital market; but any gap on this account in capital 
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supply can be made good through additional capital funds 
being made available through Government's financial in
stitutions. 

It is the ha:Il-mark of an unequal society that not only 
is the ownership of the resources of production very badly 
distributed within it but also that· operationa:I and other 
facilities are equa:Ily ma:I-distributed. In case of the bank
ing and credit system, as .jt operated 20 years ago, this 
inequality was glaringly evident. Developments during the 
past 20 years have in part changed the picture. Even so. 
the basic inequality is still large and the main objective of 
social control of banking and credit would appear to be that 
of more evenly spreading available credit over different 
areas and ,categories and .relatively lowering the cost of 
credit to sma:n ilperators. 

Furnishing adequate credit to the sma:Il ~an is some- • 
what dif!icult in ordinary commercial banking practice be
cause of the lack of security offered and the uncertainty 
that Surrounds the business. The ·costs· of each unit of 
business alSo tend to be high. The co-operative approach 
gets over this in part because It brings together groups of• 
persons largely known to each other • and, •therefore, 'can 
operate on the security of knowledge of character and other 
non-bankable features. However, whether in co-operative 
banking or In commercia:I banlcing where a sma:Illoca:I unit 
adopts practices and procedures appropriate to the situa
tion, It is apt to nm up against norms laid · dovJn by' 'the 
Reserve Bank or other inspecting authority. • The security 
for credit offered, th&marglns insisted'upon;tlie number of 
lnsta:Iments, the method or 'frequency of ·granting< exten
sions and other featUres of any superVIsory- system would 
have to be specially adopted· to needs· ot 'finilnciilg :the 
smaller men and the weaker sections. The' !loCal' bank or 
the CCHlperatlve bank ean keep· down the cost ·of credit to 
the small man only because the overheads· artf sma:Iler or 
because there is some voluntary work lind lower pay .scales. 
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Expectations of the regulsting authority would have tak!!D 
account of all such features of the business, • · 

While the co-operative institutions or single 'Unit or 
small area b!plks can fulfil certain purposes of social con-
2-ol more effectively than other members of the system, 
the resources they could command for the purpose may not 
be adequate. Therefore, the units with command of larger 
resources could be looked upon as in part supplying re
squrces to this other part of the system. The recent pTac
tice of commercial banks of buying debentures of Land 
Development Banks is a step in this direction. It should, 
therefore, be clear that it is not necessary for each unit in 
the banking system to try to perform all functions. Tt 
should, in fact, be accepted that it' is not possible for this to 
happen and, that to make it happen artificially may involve 
unnecessary costs. 

vn 

DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 

Planned economic development has added enormo!Wy 
to the dimension of Government effort. The. activities of 
Government have increased tremendously both in width 
of coverage and in depth aJUi intensity. · .c-

, ... . . ' -
Apart from undertaking multi-fold . activities and ac

ti1!1sing or regulsting economic .life all over•the coimtry, 
planning req!Jires. continuous maintenance of a long-term 
and coordinated direction to socio.ecoliomic. developments. · 

cThis is both a.highly iinportant.and difficult function which 
is made all the more important and· diffictilt because of the 
large size, the diversity and the federal political structure 
of the country .. · Administration hill! to be geared io .all 
these ends. It will be thus seen that large ground had to 
be CQ\'ered as .between the highly limited Goveriunent ac-
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ti~ity of British times for which the particular structure 
was fashioned and the requirements of the administrative 
system of the planned development era . 

. 
It must, in the first instance, be recognised that the 

Indian administrative system has grown rapidly, adapted 
itself partially to the changed situation and tried to meet 
the large and manifold new requirements. Inefficiency 
and corruption may have increased, but there has been no 
real break-down of the system and this itself is credit
worthy. However, huge problems remain unsolved and it 
is necessary to pay urgent attention to th~se. 

Even for ordinary departmental administration, m•Ich 
more diversified and wiCler based methods of recruitment 
have to be adopted. This will enable direct recruitment 
of a certain number of specialists and technically qualified 
personnel for administrative pusts at appropriate levels. , 
Even more important is making it possible for them to 
operate side by side on similar positions of authority with 
members of the generalist civil service . 

'. . , ,-, ( ' 

Secondly, all operations other than the strictly ad: 
ministratlve should be put outside the purview of the gent!
ralist service. The large number of public enterprises and 
. autonomous corporations for performing a variety of spe
cialised functions either of research or of administration 
or of quasi-business activity should be put outside the 
sphere of the generalist administrator. ··In these activities 
which are essentially spheres of the managers and the ex
-perts, it should be insisted that the running would be by 
people who are professionally competent and are committed 
to a career in that particular line of activity. In businPss 

·management, it· is the experience ~~-Ven of Communist coun
-tries that the manager has to have considerable power and 
autonomy. -This is neeessliry in order to enable him to 
manage his business flexibly. It is equally necessary to 

· enable giving him due credit· or fixing bllime bn him for 
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good or bad management. The present arrangements by · 
which the generalist looks upon all these areas as his pri
vileged preserves into which he moves in and out at will 
and regarding the mismanagement of which no -respon
sibility is·ever fixed on him must·cease at·the earliest. As 
a corollary, it follows that the power of generalist secre
taries over such branches of activity must also be abolisbed. 

The next desirable change is essentially a change in 
attitudes, the attitudes of top civil servants to lower raliks 
and vice versa. It is admitted on all hands that there is 
considerable administrative talent and considerable enthu
siasm to be found among all lower raliks, specially of local 
administrative personnel among departmental staff all over 
India. However; the whole of the tradition· of colonial rule 
has imposed a pattern of behaviour which prevents 'iny 
free expression of opinion or exercise of initiative by these 
large elements. This is ·a heavy handicap especially in a 
society which talks of democratic decentralisation. Means 
must, therefore, be found to· vitalise •the lower·levei of the 

·administrative'·structure' and· by ·sUitable, encouragement 
and incentives to give scope for mdependent expression of 
views and some types of independent action by stall at the 
~lower levels. ' 

Successful plan implementation also requires· main
tenance by Government of a consistent long-term economic 
and social policy. For purposes of planning, this require
ment is so essential that it1l'annot be satisfied by the or
dinary co-ordinating arrangements within a Cabinet. 

' J<f:J ... 

It is at the same time obvious that the ordinary day
rto-day · administration• of ~ous Ministries, departments 
and offices should not ·be hampered by tbe ·functioning of 
any outside body. with-, a· general overvlewing function. 
The way out js .specially· •to• ,ensure that, all important de
cisions which have relevance>or significance for. other acti

. vities or .for future arrangements o~:,operations:should he-
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subject to tests of consistency with policy laid down in thir 
. behalf or, if there is no policy already laid down, should 

be viewed in the possible frame· of such policy. An 
organisation which looks at policy decisions from this point 
of view would not only be highly useful but, for any long
term detailed planning, highly necessary. It does not ap
pear essential to vest such organisation with any direct 
power. All that would be necessary is to ensure that in 
each such case informed and detailed comment in the light 
of accepted, co-ordinated and long-term policy decisions or 
perspectives should be fully expressed and should be care
fully considered before action or decision is finally taken 
by the supreme organ of government • .. 

At the national level the Planning· Commission could 
properly perform this function and does so already to some 
extent, If organisations for plan formulation such as Plan
•ning Boards are created at the State level, they could be 
similarly used; Apart from these, it should be useful to 
have planning cells in all Ministries and depdrtments and 
planning officers at the district level This could enS!lre 
that the planning aspect of all deoisions. and activities 
would be continuously. brought to the notice of authorities 
and the functioning of important organs of government 
would acquire a much-needed orientation towards planned 
development. . -

vm 

AGRICULTURE 

Economic development is indivisible. Transformation 
of seli:li-IIUbslstence agriculture into a fully commercialised 
enterprise Tequires the creation of an integrated economy 
with ·a transport net-work reaching Into all areas and wide
spread systems of water and power supply. ··Moreover, It 
requires education and technical training,' and lh ·so far' as. 

. . . 
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the transfer qf these .from outside is much easier in indus
try and the towns, the establishment of industrial and 
urban centres is important for technical progress in agri-
culture. . . 

The needed increase in agricultural productivity and 
the implicit transformation of agricultural society confront, 
in the main, two sets of problems. The first relates to 
transfer of technology. · In part this depends on the spread 
of literacy and of primary, secondary and technical educa
tion. However, fq-,: the greater part it calls for adapting 
to local condition~ ~e. methods already well established 
elsewhere. This is a complex and difficult task which has 
been relatively neglected. . 

The other set of problems is related to the structure 
and policies of governments and the response of societies. 
Conditions in this regard are so diverse as to preclude genil
ralised statements. However, types of problems encoun
tered may be indicated by relating them to motivation and 
organisation. Assuming that the peasant family will con
tinue to represent the main type of production unit, two 
vital factors in motivation will be tenure arrangements and 
pricing Policies. The structure of government will initially 
determine the first. A plantation or estates economy could 
achieve the breakthrough m productivity. However, with 
the large numbers necesslll'ily retained on land, such eco
nomy may prove socially and politically unstable. Absoxp
tion by the individual p~IIBant of advanced agricultural 
technology and its constant rational practice will also ne
cessitate general assurance of fair tenurial terms. 

In a market economy, pricing policies will have great 
importance. . These will be related to a series of different 
considerations such 8s the urban cost of living, procure
ment ·of agricultural supplies, the desired cropping pat
tern ·and the.· level and stability of agricultural incomes .. 
lhe pressure on land and the need to encourage transfer 
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into non-farm employment will keep returns to agriculture 
relatively low in developing societies. However, elillllna
tion of exploitative elements and· maintenance of stability 
should prove practicable and are essential. • 

The main requirement is an• organisational pattern 
which enables the small, dispersed units to retain indivi
duality and yet obtain strength and advantages of large
scale operation. Co-operatives can meet the requirement. 
To achieve full results they must build up an integrated 
co-ordinated structure. Credit, sale and supply and pro
cessing are all vital activities that can be co-operatively 
organised for the small farmer and their meaningful co
ordination can make the whole structure and community 
powerful Such a structure could serve many purposes. 

The peasant farmer is born in a traditional society; he 
has an extremely limited base of production and has almost 
no opportunities of readily extending it. In fact, because 
of the initial paucity of resources, the cycle of seasons and 
lack of adequate institutional support, he is almost tied 
down to a state of what may be t:alled non-development 
equilibrium. · · 

Supplying cri.dit for agricultural production is not 
only a' dispersed and small unit activity but is subject to 
many risks which are to be fully incorporated in the orga
nisation and methods of the credit system . 

.._ ,_:, I - ' 

The 'co-operative 'Cl"edit structure being essentially 
federal has considerable elasticity and is specially meant 
at the primary level to fulfil the needs of small men. 
' 

· If you have to get results all over the country, the pro
blem of co-ordination of the agricultural programmes re
qutres much more serious attention. It has to be incor
porated in the planning process mtich more than It has 
been done so far. · · · 
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The compelling need to increase continuously and 
greatly the per acre productivity in food and general agri
cultural production is the challenge that the developing 
economic situation throws up to the man of science. For, 
in the ultimate analysis, whatever the contribution to the 
total effort of the administrator, the educator and even of 
the farmer, the solution of the problem depends fundamen
tally on the work of the scientist. One of the most impor· 
tant of our immediate tasks is thus to orient and activate 
scientists, especially research scientists, in the applied 
fields, towards taking up this challenge. 

The problem of the applied scientist in trying to i:n
prove agricultural practice is fui;t to understand what the 
individual farmer is doing at present and why he is doing 
this, and then in what manner the results of increased 
knowledge based on research can be so communicated to 
the farmer as to make his practice, in the scientists~ terms, 
more rational and more scientific. 

Highly generalised advice for a large region is of little 
use to individual farmers. Detailed adaptation of basic 
research findings has to be undertaken at least at the rate 
of one centre per district; and the main orientation of the 
extension agency should be to survey results of research 
so as to enable the individual farmer to apply them with 
needed interpretation and adjustment with his own condi-
tion. · 

•• 
· It is extremely necessary for research scientists to turn 

their attention immediately to the problems of unirrigated 
farming and to those of the dry and insecure areas. There 

· may be no research findings that can be utilised for imme
diate improvement of these areas. This is all the more 
reason why special emphasis be placed immediately on 
those lines of research which· efter intensive work may 
provide clues for improvement of the neglected areas and 
classes in Indian a~iculture. 
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The applied scientist works in a number of direction& 
which appear to him capable of yielding results of prac
tical use. The results of the applied scientist have to be 
proved on the ground at a number of research and de
monstration stations. When they are proved, they are in· 
corporated into programmes for .implementation by the 
extension agency.. However, the research scientist cannot 
operate in a vacuwn. He has to be fully aware of the dif. 
ficulties faced by his ideas in adaptation and proving on 
the ground. He has also to know in detail the actual pro
blems that farmers in the field are facing. It is when the 
extension agency and the research and demonstration farms 
at the distriat level provide a close link between th~ scien· 
tist and the farmer for a two-way traffic of this character 
that the work of the research scientist will be directed 
more effectively and fruitfully and the results of research 
appreciated and absorbed by the farmer more fully and 
readily. 

IX 

IRRIGATION 

The development of an irrigation system involves basi
cally th~ task of planning and creating the infra-structure 
required for the utilisation of the added water supply in 
irrigated agriculture and transferring the technology and 
capital required for the transformation in agricultural 
practices. It is a total task which has to be viewed in an 
integrated fashion. Some of the problems of under-utilisa
tion of irrigation works that we face today have stemmed 

I f.rom our failure in planning and programming for the 
proper development of our irrigation systems. 

' ' 
With the steady commercialisation of agriculture, the 

concept of a protective irrigation work has fallen into t.he 
background, and the productive aspect of irrigation works 

' 
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which were Initially constructed entirely as protective 
works has progressively attained prominence. The pro
tective concept was appropriate to a static and self-suffi
cient agricultural economy. In a dynamic economy it is 
no longer relevant and could not survive. However, the 
elimination of the protective concept meant at the same 
time a considerable change in the original design of utili
sation of water and a change, inevitably, in the principles 
of Irrigation water management as related to the protec
tive systems. 

Irrigation water management has to take into consi
deration a large number of socio-economic objectives such 
as a proper distribution of benefits, the c'o~ervation and 
optimum use of water and land resources, obtaining the 
maximum financial return from the irrigation systems, 
encouraging the adoption of the most profitable crop pat
terns compatible with conservation aims and making for 
the participation of the local communitY in management. 

X 

INDUSTRY 

Continuous progress of a modern industry is dependent 
essentially on the pursuit of innovation and improvement, 
and this can be conducted satisfactorily only if a set of 
people are set apart for this function. The research scien
tist in industry has at the same time to be fully familiar 
with problems faced, day to day, by the working technolo
gists. Unless these two interact and work closely together, 
no general progress would be in evidence. • . 

It is only when the society or the industry 'makes up 
its mind to stand on its own feet- and to- have sufficient 
confidence to aspire to lead even if in one particular or a 
narrow sphere, that its performance and)ts standards will 
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go up. This, however, is easier said than done. For it 
requires not only a minimum degree of self-confidence but 
also a highly complex and purposive co-ordination of vari· 
ous elements involved in the process. Appl"'Jpriate Gov
ernment policy is, of course, required, but the other ele
ments such as the Universities, the specialised and techno· 
logical research institutes, the capitalists, the technologists 
and labour must also be meaningfully brought in. The role 
of the capitalists and of the scientists and technologists is 
specially important. Innovations and their transformation 
into practice are largely the work of technologists. How
ever, the pre-disposing and supporting conditions needed 
for their efforts have to be afforded by the capitalists. l'he 
funds that the capitalist ploughs back into research and re
novation and the conditions of work that he offers to the 
technologists provide the firm foundations for industrial 
progress. An4 that such imaginative investment is always 
rewarding, in the balance, is the experience of all advanced 
countries., 

The working technologist has the responsibility of pro
per maintenance of plant and machinery and of maintain· 
ing standards of productive efficiency. With him also could 
originate a large number of Improvements which, though 
apparently small and piecemeal, could yet cumulatively be 
of the greatest importance to the industry. The technical 
scientist in the research laboratories plays a more striking 
part but the working technologist is not necessarily less 
important than the research scientist. We are slowly com
ing to realise that modem industrial organisation depends 
for its efficient working and technological progress on a 
very complex pattern of co-operation between various ele· 
ments and strata. The older types of societies were every
where hierarchically arranged and the division of labour 
between one stratum and another was , sharply marked. 
The industrial revolution ,began when the older sharp lines 
,of demareation were blurred and the gentleman-academi· 
clan turned into a scientist, pure or applied, or the artisan 
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following innovations, blossomed into entrepreneur. In 
recent times, the close co-operation between strata and oc
casional interchange of roles has become further empha
sised. In the modem context It is necessary for each ele
ment, at least, to understand the role of the other and to 
work in close co-operation. 

One of the essential prerequisites for the application 
of science and technology to economic development is the 
mental awareness on the part of industry as regards the 
importance of research and development as a tool for in
creasing productivity. In addition to this awareness, in
dustry has to concretise its interest by actually establish
ing its own research and development laboratories and by 
allocating adequate resources for R and D. Unless industry 
establishes research and developmental facilities within Its 
organisation, horizontal transfer of technology from re
search institutions to industry would be exceedingly diffi
cult. Unless steps are taken whereby industries .are per
suaded to allocate more funds for their own activities in 
research and development or in other research establish
ments through sponsorships, sciencEt and technology deve
loped in Government establishments even on a massive 
scale will not bear adequate fruit. 

XI 

VILLAGE INDUSTRIES 

Preservation and growth of villagE~ industries is essen
tially an economic prob)em in India as the numbers tradi
tionally engaged in them are very large and their role in 
our rural economy vital. 

While modem large-scale Industry receives favourable 
treatment from the state and has advantage of resources 
and techniques, the establishment of dispersed small-scale 
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industry can only be achieved by well-directed and vigor
ous action over a number of years. 

In all efforts at protection and development of village 
industry, the basic requirement of making the units of pro
duction viable has to be borne in mind. Research and ad
aptation of technology have to be made toward~ this end 
and the main purpose of co-operative organisations should 
be to provide the small-scale producer with advantages in 
appropriate directions of large-scale organisation. 

Within the economy there is considerable employmC'nt 
potential and a low level of capital resources. As such, a 
resource to the most modem technology where it may not 
be absolutely essential is apt to create technological un
employment and many other problems. We have, therefore, 
to choose the way we want to develop industrially. 

National policy for village industry has two aspects. 
First is the protective one which has the aim of enabling 
village industries to survive In face of competition of pro
duction of advanced technology. The second Is that of 
gradually enabling village industries to dispense with 
protection. This has to be directed mainly towards build
ing up of the supporting co-operatives and other organisa
tions at various area levels and at investing fairly large 
amounts in research and experimentation for finding ap
propriate technology and forms of organisation and enabl
ing village industry to adopt these. The latter programme 
is connected chiefly with credit facilities and technical as
sistance and education. Because of the continub1g techno
logical advance, the programmes of development must be 
conceived of as dynamic and progress in technology rmd 
organisation thought of constantly from stage to stage anCi 
made effective by policy and action. The whole process 
must be integrated with the total plan of development and 
industrialisation. Policy and programmes in relation to 
·village industries must be made consistent with· other P.CD-
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nomic policies and programmes and must receive support 
from them. 

If we look at the planning problem logically, the 
need for dispersed rural industries becomes obvious. We 
m~t proceed on the path of industrial development with 
as. great an emphasis on dispersed small-scale industries 
as possible. 

When we talk of a dispersed base, It means that the 
industry has to be either resource-based or demand-based. 
The raw material resources must be at hand for further 
processing to give a reallocational advantage. The element 
of_ demand, particularly in rural areas, is also something of 
great importance. In all this we always keep going back 
to a fundamental point that the economies of scale are al
ways there and inevitable, and these are helped by local 
demand. So unless you have some sort of protection in the 
natural features of your situation, the industry cannot hope 
to thrive. 

To develop small-scale industries on a dispersed basis 
you have to set up industrial centres and have to provide 
external economies such as communications, water and 
power, which should necessarily form a part of the overall 
development plan of the area. Not only this; you have to 
arrange for raw materials including imported and scarce 
items. Unless we make special efforts to identify problems 
and adopt a special policy to solve them, not much is go
ing to happen in this sphere. 

XII 

EDUCATION 

In thinking of future educational developments in the 
country we have to identify the spheres and limitations 
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of state action carefully. This exercise is needed to dis
tinguish between activities that should be directly under
taken by the state and the areas in which state action has 
to be indirect. 

Planning on a long-term basis has to match appro
priately the resources available to the state with the re
quirements of the various obligations of the state in the 
field of education; namely, those in relation to the area in 
which it has to render free service, the area in which it has 
to conduct and sponsor activity for which even when a 
charge is made there is net liability which is considerable, 
the area in which non-official activity is dominant but for 
whose proper development and regulation grants and other 
help have to be administered, and finally the system of 
individual assistance and other help needed to give ade
quate opportunities for children of the poorer sections, to 
make progress through a system of education which is not 
free. 

Barring the primary stage general free education is 
not only not possible but, financially speaking, not also 
desirable. Affording free facilities to the large or small 
minority who can afford to pay is unnecessarily wasteful 
of resources. in our country. Therefore, a system by which 
an appropriate charge for educational services is combined 
with a large scheme of scholarships and free studentships 
appears most appropriate to our circumstances. 

Qualitative improvement in education-whether we 
look upon it as a matter of better text-books, improved 
teaching methods, or examination reform-depends to some 
extent on additional resources properly employed, but to 
a larger extent on the ability and sincerity of teachers. 

Future problems of educational planning have to be 
looked at both from the point of view of quantitative and 
qualitative developments. Our population is constantly 
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Increasing. The present coverage of educational facilities 
in most areas and for the more numerous classes is still 
very inadequate. The percentage of illiterates in our 
population merely brings out the most extreme aspect of 
the situation. There is thus great and continuous need to 
expand educational facilities and opportunities in relation 
to most areas and most classes at all levels. The qualita
tive aspect is at least equally important. Any lowering of 
educational standards is highly undesirable and wasteful. 
Maintenance and improvement of quality thus becomes an 
essential part of planned educational development. One 
aspect of this relates to material supplies such as of build
ings and equipment and of trained persons. 

The other aspect which is at least equally importani. 
depends on the main instrument of educational activity
the teacher and the rapport between the teacher and the 
main supposed beneficiaries of the activity-the students. 

The attitude of the average teacher and his standard 
of p¢ormance are related to the potential that the total 
situation allows to the best among the teachers. It is, in 
this context, that the importance of efforts at adjustment, 
experimentation and innovation have to be highlighted. 
The greater the extent to which the teacher's activities fall 
into a dull routine, the less is the chance of maintaining 
standards adequately. The adjustments or the experimen
tation that an individual teacher may make or want to 
make may be very small. He m:~y desire no more thaq a 
slight· change in the routine to enable him to handle in a 
better way· of a particular situation in relation to institu
tional arrangements and facilities or in relation to the 
stUdents or the subject matter. However, the possibility 
of making the adjustment and that some teachers are mak
ing is the one factor that keeps or can keep educational ac
tivity and the·best among teachers alive. 

A 18rge number of ideas which have been talked about 
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in recent years have yet not been sufficiently concretlsed 
to be transformed into national programmes. I may refer 
to work experience, functional literacy and national ser
vice or to more recent concepts such as linking educa
tion with productivity. I have nothing to say about the 
validity of the concepts themselves. My emphasis is that 
unless a conside.~able amount of experimentation is done 
in individual inshtutions by a body of innovating teachers 
in a variety of circumstances in relation to these or other 
ideas, we shall not have enough basis for framing pro
grammes of general action in relation to them. Also, that 
such experimentation takes place not by direction of supe
rior authority but through creating widespread conditions 
in which the institutions and teachers will adjust, innovate 
and experiment chiefly because they feel that they have 
the opportunity of doing so and because they feel that such 
effort on their part continuously to improve quality a•1d 
to relate their activity to the life and needs of the com
munity is what their vocation calls for. 

, The. originating impulse to development and the source 
of the fund of experience on which future programmes have 
to be based have to be formed in the natural flowering of 
activity among the best of teachers and institutions. 

As I visualise it, it is the responsibility of the State 
and. of the administrative hierarchy, in relation to the fields 
directly financed by the State or others to create the opti-

J mum conditions for relatively autonomous operation of 
institutions and the body of teachers and to encourage acti
vity in directions which are thought to be most desirable. 
It then becomes the .function of the Centre not only to 
create conditions and to give incentives but also to observe, 
to co-ordinate and to generalise on the basis of activities 
at various levels in all areas of the country. The central 
authority in such a situation may easily find itself in an 
advantageous position from having an overall view and 
}Vill, in the circumstances, be · accepted as a guide and 
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counsellor by all concerned. And when this happens it 
will also have enough material at hand on which to build 
national programmes. 

In secondary education and in collegiate education of 
the general type, considerable progress has been registered 
in the recent past in a number of States. As pointed out 
by the Education Commission, time has come to rationalise 
and regulate future growth. For a variety of reasons, this 
is a field that is most appropriately left to private endea• 
vour assisted and regulated by the State. The regulation 
has to be governed by considerations of proper locational 
spread of institutions and the maintenance of a minimum 
quality; I do not feel that a purely restrictive attitude in 
this behalf is appropriate. Educational opportunity at this 
level is one of the main instruments of social change o.nd 
progress operating in our society. Therefore, widening of 
the coverage of areas and classes which have access to 
these opportunities must continue to be an important ob
jective. At the same time, continuing restraint of resources 
emphasises the need to economise in and to rationalise the 
process of institutional spread, and the generally expressed 
concern at deteriorating standards emphasises that strenu
ous efforts at maintaining a minimum level of quality must· 
be made. 

I would emphasise that in most directions of new en
deavour. It is necessary to begin with carefully planned 
experiments and pilot projects; only when these have 
proved successful should any attempt be made to recom
mend particular approaches for general adoption. To my 
knowli!Cige, there have been as yet no successful demon
strations of integrating work experience at any stage of 
education in our country which can be multiplied at costs 
which we can afford and have results which are of signifi
cance in education. In the other direction-that of national 
or social service again,-there is little. to go upon. I con
sider the. compulsory N.<;:.C. as an enormously costly faUnre 
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and the Idea of general national social service has yet to 
be concretised. 

What should be attempted within the next five years 
with available resources In a given State or locality has to 
be related to the existing situation with its achievements, 
its lacunae and its specially crying needs. It is from this 
point of view that I would specially commend one recom· 
mendation of the Education Commission. This relates to 
adopting the district as not only the basis of administration 
but also of planning. In this planning the stages are obvious. 
The first is a careful assessment of the existing situation as 
it has developed during the last 20 years. The second is 
the identification of the proximate goals In the light of 
accepted national objectives and of the special deficiencies 
and requirements of the local situations. The third is an 
assessment of the total resources-State, community and 
privat<>-which can be harnessed towards progress of 
education and the last is that of the detailed planning so 
that the variety of goals set before the district as a whole 
are fulfilled through a careful and Intelligent development 

• of resources--financial and personnel, and optimum re
sults obtained. 

The route and pace of economic development require 
adequate supplies of skilled personnel at various levels. It 
is a necessary part of educational planning to see that 
training of the personnel is arranged .for correspondingly. 

Science education has direct relevance to the smooth 
and efficient operation of many' aspects of an Industrial so
ciety and its importance In the context of efforts at promot. 
lng economic developMent cannot be overestimated. 

While, considerations arising out of manpower plan· 
ning cannot be properly applied to the field of general edu
cation, these have full relevance ·to. the field of technical, 
"Vocational and professional education. This is .the stage at 
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which special effort, which is sometimes very costly, has 
to be made to provide for the supply of specialised workers 
and technicians that scientific and industrial advance 
demands, The institutional and other facilities brought into 
existence to provide this trained manpower must be linked 
to estimates of demand for them. 

XIII 

FAMILY PLANNING 

Control over mortality has become relatively inexpen
sive and simple and is related largely to action by public 
authorities. The downward trend in rates of mortality in 
the underdeveloped countries will, therefore, continue. 
The only way of containing the grave dangers of a popu
lation explosion is for these countries to aim at reducing 
fertility. Control over fertility is essentially related to 
behaviour of individuals. In the West demographic con
trols, economic development, industrialisation, urbanisa
tion, spread of literacy and education have all progressed 
side by side. However, it cannot be taken for granted that 
the pattern of events that evolved in the West will neces
sarily repeat itself in all underdeveloped countries. Even 
in the West control over fertility has been specially in evi
dence when individual motivation has been strong. Recent 
experience in Eastern Europe and Japan indicates that 
where motivations are adequate, quite sudden and revolu
tionary changes can occur in rates of fertility. 

Possibilities of control of fertility also depend on esta
blished methods of birth control and their suitability to 
the Illiterate and overcrowded people most needing assis
tance. However, recent progress with relatively simple and 
cheap devices appears to hold promise of a solution of diffi
culties in this regard. Individual motivation, therefore, 
assumes supreme importance. In many underdeveloped 
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countries the approach of people to the question of birth 
control is relatively rational as seen, for example, in the 
quite extensive use of male vasectomy. Also, governments 
in a number of those countries have during very recent 
years embarked on large programmes in relation to family 
planning. Nothing can be said today regarding the possi
ble effectiveness of these programmes. However, all evi
dence points to the possibility of a rapid decline of birth 
rates where public policy arid individual motivation act 
together. 
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